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Taylor University debaters jour
neyed to invade the campus of In
diana University at Bloomington,
Saturday, January 15, along with
debaters from six other Indiana
schools. The occasion was, the de
bate tourney held by the University
at Bloomington considering the
question,
Resolved: That the Federal gov
ernment should adopt a policy
of equalizing education in tax
supported schools by means of
annual grants.
Those making the trip were mem
bers of the debate class, Martha
Busch, Dick Norris, Ed Poser, Keith
Lochner, and Miss Unger, instruct
or of the debate class.
The two teams from Taylor, the
affirmative—Martha
Busch
and
Keith Lochner, and the negative—
Dick Norris and Ed Poser, each had
two debates. Upon arriving at I. U.
they registered and drew for the
team they would meet in debate, and
were assigned times for each. In the
morning the affirmative met a team
from Indiana University, while the
negative met St. Marys. Both teams
lost by a narrow margin. The after
noon held much the same in store as
the noble Taylorites battled to close
decisions with a team from Ball
State and a second Indiana U. team.
During the day each team was rated
on a point system, results of which
are not available.
Members of the squad which went
from Taylor found it to be a day of
interest and learned from their ex
perience. One of the factors affect
ing their defeat was the limitation of
materials and data which other
schools had made available. Mem
bers of the affirmative team quite
upset the strategy of the first In
diana team they debated against, and
lost this round by a score of only
63-60.

Faculty Women Tea
Student Wives
The Faculty Dames turned their
thoughts toward the mission field
Saturday as they entertained the
student wives during their after
noon program.
Mrs. Sterl Phinney, who was
chairman of the Missionary Tea,
was assisted by Mrs. Clyde' Mere
dith, Miss lone Driscal, Mrs. Clin
ton Bushey, Mrs. Kenneth Crose,
and Mrs. John Lamey.
As the facualty ladies entered
the Magee Parlors, they received
paper maps of Africa which they
wore in contrast to the maps of
South America which the student
wives received. Each of the Faculty
Dames was hostess to two of the
student wives.
An autograph contest proved to
be very interesting and also ac
complished the job of formally in
troducing the guests. Mrs. Frew
D. Mohr led in the devotions, and
Mrs. Phinney gave a poem and a
song about the home. Mrs. Paul
Keller accompanied her on the Pia
no. Miss Driscal, dressed in a
native African costume, gave the
autobiography of a typical Afri
can woman, Fatu.
The tables were decorated with
curios from Egypt which Mrs.
Crose brought, interesting items
from China from Mrs. Bushey's
collection, some African articles
supplied by Miss Driscal, and
some interesting curios from South
America and Japan which Mrs.
Phinney contributed.
The group was served sand
wiches, cakes, cookies and tea.

XK's Present Film
The Chi Kappa Literary Society
will entertain the student body Fri
day evening January 21, at 8:00 p.m.
in ShrSiner Auditorium, with a recent
religious moving picture "Reaching
from Heaven."
The picture is the story of a
young foreigner who meets with
tragedy soon after coming ino the
United States and all the events that
happen to change the course of his
life and' those with whom he comes
in contact. Sudents who have seen
the film say it is one of he best. It
is a recent production and has been
widely publicized in the short time it
has been in circulation.

New Courses Added
To Curriculum
The curriculum of Taylor Uni
versity is being enlarged second
semester by the addition of sev
eral new courses.
In the Commercial Department
there are three business courses
being offered. These courses, Busi
ness Law, Business Organization,
and Labor History, will be taught
by Mrs. Walters.
In the Religious Department, a
study in the Holy Spirit has been
added. This course was added by
popular demand of the students
and will be taught by Dr. Rediger.
In the Physical Ed Department,
the courses, Theory and Practice
of Play, and Safety Education, will
be taught by Phil Miller of Up
land.
In the Music Department, Dr.
Mohr is teaching Music Essen
tials. This is a course which was
given the first semester and creat
ed such a demand that it was
found necessary to repeat it this
next semester.
These additions mark another
step in the progress and growth of
Taylor University.

Religious Index,
Juvenile Books
Added to Library
Two innovations in the library
of Taylor University have been
announced by the school's librar
ian, Miss Holcombe. An index to
articles in religious periodicals and
a number of juvenile books are
the additions.
The index to materials in reli
gious magazines, which includes
articles from all magazines of this
type beginning with 1947 on sub
jects such as children's sermons,
short biographies, marriage, mys
ticism, etc., is an excellent supple
ment to the present card catalogue.
Much of the good material is
these periodicals, which hereto
fore has been buried due to the
trouble which one must go through
in order to find what he is looking
for, will now be unearthed and
made available to the student body
for term papers, sermons and the
like.
The children's books, seventyfive in number, have been added
as a result of the new elementary
education department i n t h e
school's curriculum.

For over 3000 years the word "ex
amination" has plagued' the human
vocabulary, and through these 3000
years no one has yet analyzed this
word to discover its hidden interpetation. That is until today, for now we
shove back the curtain of ignorance
to dissect this eleven lettered verbal
to its completion. ,
First we find if we syllabify the
word, and remember that the suffix
"tion" can be translated "action,"
we get a literal "exam in action."
but let us go further.
The first three letters, "ExA",
sum up an examination beautifully.
"X" stands for the unknown quanity, and "E" and *A" are the possible
extremes to either side resulting
from that "X". However, one ques
tion arises here which I must admit
I have no answer for, namely, why
does the E come before the A?
The next three letters,' "MIN," is
the abbrevation of "minimum,"
meaning, "lowest point or amount
registered'," or simply, "lowest pos
sible" The next two letters, "AT"
form a preposition meaning, "direc
tion toward." Combining these five
letters—with an allowable suffixwe have "minat(ory)", meaning
"threatening or menacing." So by
careful observation we have depict
ed the real meaning, viz., lowest
possible threat, directed toward
(you)."
The amazing thing is how the
translators have through the cen
turies have been able to retain the
orginal feeling and expression in
this word.
The fifth and sixth letters form
the preposition "IN", which throws
more light on our discvussion. It
means, "being within, as a bounded
place (classroom), a limited time
(two hours), an encompassing ma
terial (exam)." Also, "position with
respect to surrounding," and also;
"being within »n undersfond.,con
dition." (Its nothing lower than C
with my parents).

The last six letters, "NATION,"
are thrown in as a merely patriotic
gesture to mask the real purpose of
the word. Such misrepresentation is
indeed shameful.
The last four letters, "TION,"
form an interesting and appropiate
suffix. Besides making a uoun from
a verb, "TION" denotes "action"
(taking the exam), "state" (of
nervous prostration and anxiety
after the exam), and result (of said
exam).
The final three' Tetters, "ION"
climax our study by defining the
examinee as being in the purely
passive voice, " a thing acted upon."
So now we have critically scrutin
ized this word and have revealed to
you the hidden interpetation that
has laid dormant for over 3,000
years. Perhaps next week we will
be able to present a critical pre
sentation of the deeper philosophical,
physiological, and psychological as
pects of the phrase, "going home."
(Definition in quotes are from Websters' Collegiate Dictionary, fifth
The Taylor University T-Club edition)
will sponsor a double header night
of basketball in Maytag Gymnas
ium next Tuesday night, January
25.
Taylor's All Stars, a team com
posed of the best from the intra
mural squads, will square off against the C. C. Wrens of Marion.
The Wrens, a Negro team, have
an impressive record in their own
independent league, while the All
Stars, led by Ross and Strahl,
came within an ace of nosing out
Taylor's high scoring B squad.
The main event of the evening
will be Coach Odle and Draper
Dodges against the Case Eagles,
who have already won 15 straight
games this year. Last year this
Ft. Wayne club lost a three point
decision to the Drapers
No matter who wins it will be
worth twice the twenty-five cents
admission to see the antics of Don
Odle, who will undoubtedly be the
smallest man on the floor, but
who will undoubtedly collect more
than his share of the points. His
speed and deception along with
his deadly accuracy have made
the best of pros look like rank
amateurs. Last year he tossed
over thirty points through the
hoop against Elwood when the
Drapers ran up 104 points.

Two Games Scheduled
For January 25

SAGGING
SCHOLARSHIPS
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JUNIOR PLAY
CAST CHOSEN
On the evening of February
18th at 8:15, the junior class will
present Life With Father which
is the play adaptation of the novel
by Clarence Day. The novel has
been adopted for presentation by
by Lewis Boltz
Linney and Crouse. Life With
In 1115 B. C., chariots rolled over Father
„„„„„ is the
„ longest , running
, _. play
Broadway has Presented.
presented. The
the dustv roads of Egypt, crude log' JTV"
The propro-
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Modern Cultural Lag
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ancient

h„mon"*1m'nrineW
-a I" testl"& the j portrayed by Bob Merian and Vinluman mind—examinations. Today , ney (the mother) played by Ruth
modern Buicks speed over the paved Robinson. Keith Lockner will be
"hariot paths, diesel marine craft seen in the part of Clarence, the
navigate the Nile, and—but wait!, eldest son, while John will be
nave we developed a new method in played by C. L. Rupp. Whitney and
testing the mind? No! Today, we use j Harlan, the youngest sons will be
the same age old method of exam-! portrayed by Shortie McElwee and
•nations, a method outmoded by over, Lillian Anderson.
3,COO years. Is not this an extreme I
Cousin Cora, a visitor, will be
example of cultural lag? Where in played by Elizabeth Lucas, and
modern industry do thev test their, Virginia Veenstra will take the
equipment with tools 3,000 years1 Part of Mary Skinner, her neice.
old? Then why should todays ed-'®,ev- Lloyd, the minister, will be
ucators cling to such a rusty, cor- j Fred Luthey while Dr. Humphreys
roded device to test the intricate,' |nd D,r' Sumr*)ers will be Ivan
complex human mind? "O consist- S.amuels and Tim Warner respecency, where art thou'"
itively. Margaret, the cook, will be
....
I portrayed by Arlene Hoberg and
Tho
. .
faults of examinations are Annie the maid by Gwen Meier.
nu
erous
t
one
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iThere is also a succession of five
small article but a few I will men- maids, two of them being Bar(1) Examinations test the bara Clark and Ann Louise Smith
memory only. (2) Examinations en-; The play will be under the direccoufrage "cramming." )(3) Exam- tion of Miss Unger and Dick
inations require too much time for Spahr will be the prompter,
both teachers and students. (4) Ex- \ Miss Unger reports that it is
aminations are not a fair and ade-1 a little early to predict as the
auate test of the students accomp- j group has had only two rehearsals.
lishments. (5) Passing the examin-1
ation instead of being educated be- „
.
comes the main object of the stu-! r . 1.
ReCClVCS
dent. (6) Teachers ratings of exanimation questions varv widelv. (7) |C/OdriCr
Examination 's are nor tytu'al ot life, j
y J®an• Knowles
(8) Examina* ins are irjairious to.
the health of the student.
U
® recently-formed Future
Some day examinations may come Teachers of America organization
to the place where they measure our ™ V ^rf.QaniRus lllet ,?n "fanu"
sbility to use our knowledge with
-it
um Yas
originalitv, rather than our ability to jJ
Jdnes
of' aylor;
imitate the teacher. Then we will ffeaker of if
i
^
Wthh T te,Xtb°°ks' Smith,
the principal of MariSS
notes, and even the Encylopaedia High School. Mr. Smith unfolded
Britanmca beside us. Tests will to the future teachers and faculty
mean something then.
'present the work of the "Indiana
But until examinations are com School iStudy." At the close of
pletely remodeled, or better still, un the talk, Dr. Jones presented to
til examinations are completely
Tau
'
/ erad the
-"V president
fivoiucui, of
ui Phi
X III
uu Alpha
jv.ipn,
mated in favor of some moral equiv- Chapter of the F. T. A., Ed Thornalent, we the students remain the burg, the national charter thai
subjects of this curricular antiqua-,now hangs in the Sickler Building
ti°n! To conduct this study in Indiana
(Ed. note—I doubt that a refor- Mr. Smith told how a commissior
mation will occur this week so we wad elected composed of fiftysuggest you continue studying.)
'seven men taken from all walks
| of life: labor, industry, agricultural
(fields, and the local governments
I in this state. They elected a chairBULLETIN
'man and five key men to be th«
TAYLOR SIGNS FOOTBALL
: leaders. The study was carriec
COACH
out by sending out questionaires
,«
, .
... ,
'to teachers in the Indiana schools
Max McCord from Kirkman, The results were summarized anc
Iowa signs contract to coach the made into a report which is nov
Trojans football team.
'being
•
- available
- - - for use.
made
This report was directed to th
meeting of the General Assembl;
at Indianapolis on January 15ti
of this year. This is what they an
asking the legislature to do: T<
guarantee every pupil in Indiani
I an adequate education and equal
I ity among the schools themselve;
'and equipment to assure of ai
| even dividing.
,
I The recommendations by thi
Commission that apply to thi
j elementary schools include thi
, adoption of a single salary scale
This will draw more and bette
qualified teachers to this mucl
needed phase of education. The;
want to have the class size set a
thirty-five in one class during thi
first year and dropped to twenty
seven the following year. The;
also recommend that if there ari
right teachers in a school that i
full time principal must be em
ployed. This study also makes re
commendations for bettering sec
ondary schools and securing im
portant teaching materials. Ther
are enough jobs to be had in teach
ing in the high schools "if you ari
good and will work at it."
In closing, Mr. Smith stated, "
trust that you are really interests
in youngsters. I trust that yoi
ireally want to teach." He went oi

A.

The first game starts at seven.
Admission for students will be COACH ODLE WILL SEE ACTION TUESDAY NIGHT WITH | like^lmto^ candle 'that^oMume
twenty five cents and fifty cents
' itself while lighting the way o
DRAPERS.
for adults.
others.
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V I E W S
YOUR POTENTIAL
Compared to the world's population, what do you amount
to? Just one among billions—but wait! Have you ever
considered how important you could be? You have the po
tential to change the world in a wonderful way.

however, Carl Hassel had time to get a "modified crew cut"
Wednesday afternoon, but he's still worried about loosing
the rest of it!
Mclver says he's in training
haw haw!!
Yes, it came last week — Dama's secret lover is a partially
bald fellow who lives on the 4th floor near Pieschkie! got it??
Go ahead and laugh at me for talking so much about getting
the swimming pool finished—the last laug'ht is going' to be
on you, because the pool IS GOING TO BE FINISHED, and
if you don't want to help you don't have to use it! It's not
too late though, I'm going to take my petitions to "higher
sources" one week from today and the more "letters of in
terest" I have to show the quicker things will be taken into
consideration.
G E T
H O T ! !
Howdy to Eunie Herber from all of us here at school—come
on back quick, will ya, huh! We miss ya, scouts honor!
When Dr. Cross asked Art Christianson if he had his term
paper ready, he cherped, "We're hoping!" and with that the
Doc. answered, "And may that hope burn brighter with each
passing moment."
Snow balls flying as thick as rain drops Friday afternoon—
any windows broken??—any faces washed?? Ah^ yes!!
Who done it?" asked Miss Young, "Who registered Harry
Dude in the Senior Class?" He's only a freshman—didn't vou
know!!
Now everyone is saying "Check that dude for character!"
Evan "Foghorn McHatten" had his "nose" analyzed—ugh!!
Two more names are now added to the "Twin Sweater"
list—Beaty and Lucas. Are YOU contemplating the purchase
of twin sweaters?—Get in touch with some of the boys who
have them and you'll see—they cost dough!

PREXY SAYS

If each of us here on Taylor's campus would win just one
soul for Christ each month, and the new convert would in
turn win another each month, in 14 months the state of Indi
ana would be entirely Christian. But let's not stop, for in
only ten more months the entire world would be won for
Christ. Only one a month for two years—why should we
expect to do less for One who has done so much for us?
SUCCESS EVELUATED
This world of cut-throat competition and dog-eat-dog in
which we find ourselves today sees us sending cheers up to
••Hw person who has triumphed and wox^ in the battle of rival
ry.
It is the man who has won the mostqiower over his fellowmen, the man who has obtained large numbers of possessions,
the man who has the greatest notoriety that we pay homage
to, and stand admiring his successes.
To the man who has triumphed over his fellowmen, wheth
er it is a success of athletics, grades, money position or pos
session, goes the world acclaim.
But how many have risen only by pushing a fellow man
down? Is the person who has won the "A" the one to be ad
mired when he refuses to aid the friend with the "D"? Is the
person who has won the advantage at the other person's ex
pense the one to extol? Is it the man who has won who needs
encouragement?
Not to be the apple of the crowd's eye, not to be the object
of flashy newspaper copy, but just to be a person who has
done his very best and has seen the other man walk off with
the prize and win the goal is deserving of admiration.
The sin is not in missing the goal; the sin is in not trying.
—"The Graphic" George Pepperdine College, Los Angeles.

Calendar of Events
TUESDAY, JANUARY 18—
7:45 A.M. Faculty Meeting, Paper by Mrs. Kelly, A-3
9:38 A.M. Cbapel, Dr. Meredith
12:00 P.M. Fast and Prayer Service, 'Society Hall
1:05 P.M. Final Examinations Begin
6:40 P.M. International Relations Club, Society Hall
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19—
9:40—10:05 A.M.
Faculty and Student Prayer
Groups
3:00 P.M. Administrative Council, President's Office
6:40 P.M. Chi Kappa Meeting Recreation Hall
6:40 P.M. Philo Meeting, Society Hall
6:40 P.M. Thalo Meeting, Shreiner Auditorium
THURSDAY, JANUARY 20—
9:40—10:05 A.M. Chapel, Dr. Charbonnier
6:40 P.M. All-College Prayer Meeting, Shreiner Aud.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 21—
9:40—10:05 A.M. Chapel, Coach Odle
8:00 P.M. "Reaching from Heaven," film sponsored
the Chi Kappa Literary Society, Shreiner Aud.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 23—
9:00 A.M. Campus Sunday School, Shreiner Rud.
9:30 A.M. Sunday School, Upland Churches
10:30 A.M. Morning Worship, Upland Churches
4:00 P.M. Holiness League, Society Hall
7:30 P.M. Evangelistic Service, Shreiner Aud.
MONDAY. JANUARY 24—
6:40 P.M. Ambassadors for Christ, Society Hall
TUESDAY, JANUARY 25—
12:00 Noon Semester Closes
6:40 P.M. Science Club
English Club

"Are College Grads Good
Citizens?"

r—.—

Quiet Hours
•—

Jerry Partain
•———-—•

4

Playing the "gittar" is an in
teresting hobby. It can be per
formed during all seasons of the
year on any spot of the globe.
No hard roads to success need
molest the average person who
is interested in making this hob
by his own. However, there are a
few strings attached—to the guittar. This instrument should not be
confused with a guitar. Rattle
snakes rattlers, ribbons, nicks,
gashes, and cracks are some of
the things that make a guitar a
gittar.
Beginners need no expensive
outfit. A thirteen-dollar box will
set one up in first class style.
The choice of lessons is important.
Some sets come with the instru
ment, but the "best" ones must
be purchased through a Mexican
radio station. This adds dignity
to the performer when he makes
known his teacher to friends.
Persons who progress rapidly
with their lessons should be able
to secure a position in a radio
program within six weeks' time.
After the public becomes accus
tomed to the style of playing,
which usually takes about three
days, letters will begin to pour
in requesting public appearance
tours. An "expert" is on his way
to fame when he sends in his cou
pons for a "ricky-ticky" music box.
This hobby has led many to a
fortune in money and friends. Poor
boys from the backwoods rave
become popular almost overnight.
Some have their names spinning
on discs throughout the nation.
Even if the hobby should fail in
that respect, a sense of personal
enjoyment remains—and to know
that at least the crickets are hav
ing competition is some consola
tion.

You Can't Win
(Dedicated to the student pastors
on the campus.)
The preacher has a great time—
If his hair is gray, he is too old.
If he is a young man, he has'nt
had experience.
If he has ten children, he has
too many.
If he has none, he isn't setting
a good example.
If his wife sings in the choir,
she is presuming.
If she doesn't, she is not inter
ested in her husband's work.
If the preacher reads from his
notes, he's a bore.
If he speaks extemporaneously,
he isn't deep enough.
If he stays at home to study, he
doesn't mix with the people.
If he is seen on the street, he
ought to be at home getting
up a good sermon.
If he calls on some poor family,
he is playing to the grand
stand.
If he calls at the home of the
wealthy, he is an aristocrat.
Whatever he does, someone could
have told him how to do it better.

President Harold Stassen, now at the University of Penn
sylvania, was one of the speakers at the American Associa
tion of Colleges meeting held at the Commodore Hotel which
your president attended. It was a broadcast meeting and
maybe I'm rehashing something to you, if you were listening
in. "But 1 1 s'hortld like to call your attention to some statictics
he presented that I believe constitute a real indictment against
the average college graduate. Forty percent of the eligible
voters of this nation never go to the polls to vote at any elec
tion. That is a sad commentary on the citizenship obligations
which they have failed to assume. Among them are the grip
ers, no doubt, who wish things were different sometimes.
Without question those absentee folk on election day might
very easily have changed many things—had they tried—which
they live to deplore. To all of this we agree and wish the rank
and file would do better. But when statistics are compiled for
college graduates we discover that instead of the unfavorable
40 percent we have the appalling figure of 60 percent who do
not participate in elections at the polls. Here is an indictment
which is so serious that college folk in Taylor ought to express
themselves in some manner on ways and means to overcome
this terrible laxity and incite Taylor men and women to a
determination to do better than the average.
To the question—are we failing to make good citizens of
college graduates?—the answer must be—to' that extent to
which a graduate neglects his duty at the polls, the answer
CORNERSTONE
is YES. Wherein institutions have failed and what ought
W. Sheagley
to be done about it is something you might mull over to your
advantage. If you want to give reasons for poor citizenship
among graduates; and ways to effect a change for the better, If all were easy, if all were bright,
Where would the cross be, where
maybe the editor will give you some space.

A Reporter Speaks
OPEN-HOUSE EVERY DAY
As I wandered through the various rooms, I realized the
work that must have preceded "open-house"—polished sinks,
waxed floors, dustless furniture, everywhere neatness, and
all for only a few hours.
I could not help but make an analogy with my heart. All
too often I get everything cleaned up'and polished with a
satisfying inner glow, but then I become slack—probably
as many Magee rooms have this week. I just seem too busy
to keep things clean, my bed of devotions is made up in 30
seconds flat, 1 leave clothes of careless words and actions
laying around, the windows of my heart become smudgy and
the dust of indifference begins to pile up.
It is twice as hard to get things cleaned up now, and I've
missed the joy of living with a clean heart. I think back at
how happy I was when things were spotless; I wouldn't have
been ashamed to have had royalty visit me. But am I pre
pared to entertain Royalty today?
Starting right now I'm getting things cleaned up and ready
for open-house every day — in my heart!
SIDE LIGHT

would the fight?
But, in the hard place, God gives
to you
Chances for proving what He can
do.
The Christian is like tea: The
real test of strength comes when
he s m hot water.
God sends us no trial, whether
great or small, without first pre
paring us. Trials are God's vote
of confidence in us. Many a trif
ling event is sent to test us, ere
a greater trial is permitted to
break on our heads. We are set
to climb the lower peaks before
urf ° , t.° "-he
loftiest summits,
l
with their, virgin snows; are made
to run with the footmen, before
contending with horses; are taught
to wade in the shallows, before
venturing into the swell of the
ocean waves.
w
F. B. Meyer
We are safer with Him in the
dark than without Him in the sun
shine. At the end of the gloomy
passage beams the heavenly light.
borne hearts, like evening prim
roses, open more beautifully in
the shadows of life.
Had we no test, no great
hedged-in experiences, we would
never know what a wonderful Dehlve61'
triumphant Guide we

TIME DRAWS NEAR FOR FRESHMEN AND TRANSFER
STUDENTS TO MAKE A CHOICE.
r y not for lighter burdens,
h f ?
but for stronger backs.
WHICH SOCIETY WILL YOU BE FOUND JOINING?

Theo. Roosevelt
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BETWEEN HALVES
By

Taylor Defies Defiance,
But Loses, 78-70

Maclver

Basketball, the object of practically every youth in the state
of Indiana, the sport that is only surpassed by baseball as the
national pastime all started because of the ingenuity of Dr.
James Naisinith in 1892. The first game of basketball was
played in a large hall with a soccer ball, and with peach bas
kets ten feet high for the goals—hence the name basketball.
A ladder, to retrieve the ball after it was tossed into the
basket, was a part of the equipment. As the game grew in
popularity, as many as forty and fifty players frequently
represented each side. The first rule change cut down the
number of players representing each side to nine. Two years
after the game was introduced it was being played universally.
It is estimated today that 98 percent of the high schools in
the United States are represented by a varsity basketball
team and that approximately eight million people play the
game annually.

by Hassel

Intramurals, Fast
And Furious

GAME DEVELOPMENT
Basketball is a far cry from the game that it originally
started out to be. The purpose of the game was to fill in
between football and baseball seasons with on indoor sport
that called for competition, cooperation, and personal con
tact. When the game first started very little equipment was
Doc Haifley
needed, but today there is special material used on the floors,
special footgear for the utmost speed and footwork, special
Bounding Rebounder
uniforms for comfort and attraction, and special pads and
protective equipment for those handicapped. Today we can
safely say that basketball has developed into a game of science Huntington Romps
that is played on three good levels. The level of high school,
college and the professional ranks. Each one represents a Over Taylor
progression, with the professionals supposedly having the
Last
Wednesday
night,
the
edge. As the game is played at three levels it should have the Huntington "Forestors" upset the
same appeal. In 1940-41 season it was estimated that 90,000,- Trojans from Taylor 50-38. The
Trojans exhibited the worst form
000 people witnessed basketball games in the United States.
MODERN BASKETBALL
Do you realize that there is far more to the game of basket
ball than just running around on a wooden floor with a couple
of iron hoops at each end? Did you know that men, not in
the game, are busy with pencils and special charts, noting the
shots of his own team, the number of times they make bad
passes, the number of rebounds they make, the number of
times they steal the ball from an opponent, the number of
times they double dribble, the number of times they foul
a man. Besides the number of men on the squad, it takes
four men to chart a game properly. Two men charting the
opposing team. During the half time these figures and charts
are scrutinized to see where the weaknesses are. Basketball
originally started out as a game for amusement, but it too
has gone in the direction of every major sport in the United
States, it has become commercialized. The promoters and
many of the coaches can visualize only the commercial aspects,
can see only the ticket sales. Innumerable schools go out
and proselyte athletics by the score. However, they are not
contributing to the character development of the athlete.
OUR RESPONSIBILITY
Taylor is trying to build an athletic department that will be
compared to any of the small colleges here in the state, in
respect to ability and championships. However, Taylor is
not going to make the sacrifices that other schools have made
to try arid make winners. Taylor University has a service to
render to the young people of this country, and that is to
instill within them a love for the things that are of God and
a love for those that know not the way of life. Is not there
a great need in this country of ours for Christian educators?
Cannot Taylor produce the combination that makes a winner
and a champion. First a Christian, then an athlete. Certainly
Taylor can produce the exact type that we have mentioned,
but they cannot do it unless everyone makes the athletic
department of the school, the basketball team, and all varsity
athletic teams a member of their daily prayer list. Remember,
more people watch basketball annually than any other sport
in the nation.

Don't Let It
Happen to You

shown by them yet this year on
the basketball floor. It was one
of those "off" nights which come
to every team once in awhile.
After jumping to an early 4-0
lead on field goals by Wright and
Granitz, the Taylor eye went
deader than last weeks fish, and
Huntington built up a 16-6 lead
as the Trojans went scoreless for
eight minutes. At halftime the
Foresters lead 20-9. Wright had
tossed in six of the nine Trojan
counters at this stage of the game.
The first half was marked by
a lack of shooting ability and an
excessive passing wildness by
Taylor. In the first half Taylor
shot 43 times and hit for 3 field
goals—a new low.
The beginning five started the
second
half: Granitz, Wright,
Crum, Haisley and iStow. A num
ber of combinations were tried in
an attempt to find one that could
score. None was found. With four
minutes gone in the second half,
Wright threw in two successive
lead was cut to 26-15. At this
time, Huntington put on the steam
again and quickly assumed a 17
point lead. The Trojans continually
tried to wear this down, but the
closest they got was 10 points.
With two minutes left, the score
stood 47-33. Two quick field goals
brought Taylor again within 10
points, but they got no closer,
and the gun went off, giving the
Trojans their 4th defeat of the
season. Wright was big man with
13 points.

Girls to Play
Indiana Central
by Mize

The Girls' Varsity Basketball
Team will again go into action when
it meets Indiana Central at 4:00
p.m. on January 22 at their floor in
Indianapolis. This is the same date,
that the Trojans will play their game
with Indiana Central, also on that
floor.
The starting line is not definite as
yet. Nancy Mudge and Jean Van
Horn, of whom played on the team
last year and scored many points for
Taylor, will start again as forwards.
The third position left vacant by the
flashy and' speedy play of Eileen
Lageer will be sustained by Anna
Louise Smith and Burd Thursby,
also of last year's team. The new
comers vieing for this position are
Terry Danner and
Mary Emma
forget your audience can think. Klopfenstein. The guards still have
be ashamed of your opinion. the capable Florence Smith holding
cover too much ground.
a starting position and then a host of
forget to pactice.
others including Louisa Mize and
rely on inspiration be prepared

Did you know that All American basketball player, Jim
Miclntyre of the University of Minnesota is pursuing a pre
theological course in preparation for the ministry? He is an
active member of the Youth For Christ and has turned down
many offers to play professional basketball because the Lord
has called him into His service.
Did you know that Jackie Robinson, another All American
basketball player, a member of the United States Olympic
Basketball Team, and one of the greatest basketball players
to come out of Texas, is a ministerial student, attending Bay
lor University. He is a student pastor and has had opportunity
to speak to groups as large as 10,000, concerning the need of
Christ in their lives.
"No other foundation can no man lay than that is laid,
which is Jesus Christ."

Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't
Perhaps you have been unfortun Don't
ate enough to have missed all of FIRST AID TO SPEAKERS.—
Miss Ungers' courses; and now you Have a definite purpose
have the greater misfortune of hav Be sincere, earnest, and enthusiastic
ing to speak in public from time to Don't hurry into your subject
time. Well, Walter Robinson (who Wait for attention.
ever he is) has been kind enough to Begin in a conversational tone but
loud enough to be heard
write out some DO'S and DON'TS
Don't force gestures.
for Speakers, so here they are:
Make your diction, grammer, vocab
Be prepared
ulary and' pronunciation the very
Speak distinctly
best.
Look your audience in the eyes.
Pauses are of great oratorical value.
Favor your deep tones.
Write much and often.
Culivate earnestness.
Read aloud and regularly.
Be logical.
The best way to learn to speak is to
DON'T'S FOR SPEAKERS.—
speak.
Thanks, Walter.
Don't be afraid of your voice.
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The old married men surprised
everybody and possibly themselves
as they led all the way' to drop the
houseboys 35-27. Big George Burns
and Pete Korver kept the black
boards under control while little
Rollie Leaman was busy throwing
in twelve points to lead the scoring
for both teams. Perry's boy, Wil
liam, collected seven for the losers.
The top floor of the birdhouse had
little or no trouble with third floor
Wisconsin. Shy's boys took advan
tage of the "Cold' Disease" which
had overtaken the Wisconsin team
and ran up a 37-12 halftime score.
Wisconsin came to life in the second
half but it was too late and the final
score was 48-28.
Danny Oliver
paced the winning team with twenty
counters and Herje led the losers
with ten.
Second floor Wisconsin threw no
small scare into Gus Johnson's boys
from fourth. A red hot Roger
Smith, pitching in field goals with
his eyes shut, and the combined ef
forts of the rest of the team, soon
had a 22-9 lead as the "Cold di
sease" had spread further yet. At
this point, Mr. Smith opened his
eyes and Ross and McElwee brought
the score up to 23-19 at halftime. A
fast and furious second half was
what fourth floor needed but was
still fortunate to eke out an eight
point victory, 48-40.
Oral Ross
gathered in thirteen points to lead
the scoring in that game.
Game of the week was a double
overtime affair which found Bill
Berry pitching in the sudden death
field goal that humbled the highly
touted commuters, and bringing
victory to the lowly team from first
and second Swallow Robin
Bobby Tom Beckett and his four
teen points in the first half gave the
commuters a 24-19 lead at half time.
Then Stanley Matsamota connected'
with several c?ne handers and the
game was neck and neck )'rom there
on, with the d(orm boys holding the
lead most of the time, 'ffiey were
still in the lead with one second left,
when Bowman left fly a thirty foot
one hander that dropped through to
tie the game at 36 points. A three
minute overtime found both teams
scoring four points. The second
overtime, which would render vic
tory to the team scoring the first
two points, then got under way. Just
seventeen seconds after the tip, Bill
Berry sank the winning basket. Fin
al score was 42-40.
Games this week: Thursday 8:00
p.m. Third Wisconsin tangles with
second Wisconsin: 9:15 finds fourth
floor playing the houseboys. Satur
day 1:30 the married men clash with
first and second Swallow Robin, and
at 2:45 third Swallow Robin take
on the rough and ready commuters
one the rough and ready commuters.
Line-ups:

Commuters

First & Second

Beckett
20 Lewis
Rigel
4 Berry
Anderson ... 10 Barrom
Rice
0 Baker
Bowman
6 Fraser
Fenstermacher 0 Hunt
Total
40 Hanson
Matsamota
Total

Married Men
Ische
Burns
Terhune
Wigard
Leaman ....
Korver
Williams
Bury
Campbell
Nussbaum ..
Townsend . . .
Total

3rd Wisconsin

Last Saturday night in the Hart
ford City gym, Taylor again went
down to defeat at the hands of
Defiance. After an extremely slow
start, th Trojans caught fire in the
second half but fell short to lose
78-70.
By the t ime the first periods was
over, the score stood 24-3 in favor
of Defiance and as in the Hunting
ton game, the Trojans couldn't find
the range of the basket, while De
fiance was hitting over .400 per cent
of their shots. Then during the sec
ond quarter, Taylor matched shots
with the visitors to bring the score
up to 47-25 at half time.
Facing this enormous deficit, the
Trojans came out the second half to
do something about it. Stow started
to hit and Taylor closed the gap to
14 points at the beginning of the
fourth peroid. But Defiance pulled
away once again to widen the mar
gin by 22 points. Doc Haifley tipped
in two field goals and Wright hit a
one hander at this point and the Tro
jans began to roll. Stow hit eight
fielders in nine attempts during this
rally before he left the game on
fouls, as the gap was narrowed to
6 points with two minutes left to
play. At this point Defiance chose to
stall and stall they did adding one
field goal in the process to make the
final score 78-70.
While Ted Wright, who threw in
18 points, and Stow who garnered
21, 18 of them in the second half),
Doc Haifley and his 14 points was
Taylor's main spark plug. His tipins and' rebounding assured everyone
that he is varsity material. Without
Big Doc. the score might have even
been a Giffin in reverse.
Scoring for Taylor:
Stow
21
Wright
is
Granitz
2
Cofield
6
Wilhelmi
9
Haisley
1
Haifley
14

4
6
9
3
2
4
2
12
42

Houseboys
2
8
12
8

2
3
35

THINGS COULD BE VERSEThere was a line, a mighty line
Before the Commons door,
And Willie, waiting for his lunch
Was Number Twenty Four.
But Number Three had twelve good
friends,
And number eight, eleven,
While Will found to his surprise
He now was Forty Seven.
And though the people far up front
Were moving quite a lot
The longer Willie stood in line
The farther back he got.
This struck the boy as mighty silly
But lunchtime never came for Willie.
—Syracuse Daily Orange

Foreign Students
Arriving
We of the Echo Staff are tak
ing this opportunity to introduce
to the students of Taylor—three
new foreign students—two from
Persia and one from West Africa.
Mananchehr Ghatan and Hassen
Niazmand are the two lads from
Persia. Mananchehr Ghatan flew to
the states and arrived here on the
campus on January 7th. Accord
ing to his records, he is interested
in studying a pre-med course. Has
sen Niazmand is expected to arrive
here from Persia on February 15th
to begin his study of business.
A. Y. Silla hails from Sierra
Leone, West Africa, but is ex
pected to arrive here on the cam
pus from
Liverpool, England.
When he comes he will be a work
student until September when he
will begin his college work.

Alford
Hayden ...
7
Wesner . . .
4
Helm
6
Travis
1
Barnes
Tsosie ....
4
Arthur
Ford
. 2
Most people do what they are
Kennedy ..
2 requested to do; successful people
Plants ....
1 do a little more.
Total ... 27

3rd Swall'w Rob'n

Good
Partain
6
m Oliver ....
Barb Clark, Martha Busch are all Herje
9
Long
6 Reeder
Daugherty .. 1 Kulaga ...
1
year.
3 Shy
Grant
10
2
The girls team played and won Thomas
2 Herber
48
Total
Iseven games last year including1 Williams
those played against Huntington
(Look, fellows, the girls beat them.
Want to know the secret of their the girls trying new plays and pol
success?), Indiana Central, Frank ishing up the old ones. She is hop
lin, Adrian, and' Spring Arbor. The ing to have as much if not more
Adrian Team had remained unde support of the girls than was given
feated for over three years until last year. There are games scheduled
thy met the efficient Taylor girls last against Franklin and Huntington
year.
though the others are not, as yet
Mrs. Strahl has worked hard' with certain.

Steiner
Newcomer .
Martin
Hess
Total

4th Wisconsin

1
4
1
28

2nd Wisconsin

Svaan
5 Smith
9
Fennig
4 Barret ....
8
Johnson .... 2 Hayden
3
Peischie .... 5 Miller
4
Russell
2 Unkenholtz ., 1
Maclver .... 2 Merian
2
McElwee ... 5 Mathiason .. ?
Warner
6 Erdle
4
Wilkins .... 5 Birkey ....
2
Ross
13 Total ...
40
Total
48
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Guard Your
Grey Cells
George A. Little, in a lecture
concerning the effect of beverage
alcohol on the human brain sets
forth some startling facts which
we are printing here for the ben
efit of those who wish "to be in
the know" on this subject. This
information will -be useful when
a situation arises calling forth
your opinion as to the merits or
demerits of alcohol as a beverage.
The Chemistry of Alcohol
Alcohol has at least six hundred
good uses. Modern civilization
could not continue without the
industrial and scientific use of al
cohol. It is of value as a preserva
tive, a drying agent and a fuel.
It is an ingredient of polishes and
paints. It is used in the making
of munitions and synthetic rub
ber. A car could not have its fine
duco finish without the use of
alcohol, but beverage alcohol in
the driver may destroy both driv
er and car in a split second. It is
good as antifreeze in the radiator
of a car, but bad in the brain of
the man at the steering wheel.
Menthel alcohol is wood alcohol.
It has an affinity for the part
of the nervous system serving
the eyes. Not a few people have
been completely and permanently
blinded by drinking wood alcohol.
Ethyl alcohol, or grain alcohol,
that is widely used as a beverage,
has an affinity for the brain. Its
chief effect is through what it
does to the brain. Properly, it is
not itself a beverage at all; it is
a chemical or drug put in a bev
erage and taken for the sake of
the drug effect on the brain.
Over three hundred years ago
Shakespeare said: "0 God, that
men should put an enemy in their
mouths to steal away their
brains."
Why has ethyl alcohol an af-

jShowaiter's Grocery
A Complete Food Market
Frozen Foods
(PHONE 61
f

UPLAND

•

fini-ty for the brain? In part it is facts. They do not claim to know
because alcohol is a dissolver of everything about alchol but they
fats and the brain is a fatty sub have discovered enough and verifi
stance. Alcohol is also a dehy- ed their findings over and over so
drator, that is, it picks up water, that we are now able to answer
and the brain is nearly eighty per some questions which our grand
cent water. Dehydration (taking parents could not explain. Perhaps
water out of the tissues) explains they might have drunk less had
why drinking is eventually fol they known. Here are some
lowed by excessive thirst.
samples.
Alcohol Goes to the Head
Why does a drunk man shout?
How can alcohol ever get to
In advanced intoxication the
the brain? In the body there are power of attention is decreased.
three to five quarts of blood. The The drunk man does not clearly
amount varies in individual per hear his own voice or the voices
sons. The heart pumps the blood of others. So he frequently yells.
through the body every thirty- He may walk right out into the
seven seconds, almost twice a min middle of the street in thick traf
ute. A large supply of blood goes fic unheeding, because to him the
to the brain. Alcohol, swallowed noise sounds far away. That is
in a beverage, goes into the stom one reason why a drinking driver
ach and passes into the blood un is dangerous: he no longer as ac
digested. About one-fourth passes curately judges the degree or dir
directly into the blood stream. ection of sound. His ears are still
Within five minutes alcohol can good, but his brain is not working
be found in the blood and in fif normally.
teen minutes or less it begins to
How much does it take to kill?
affect the brain The other three- It does not take much pure alchol
quarters that passes into the in to kill a man, but getting drunk
testines is also being absorbed saves many from drinking to
gradually by the blood and be death. One drop of alcohol to a
gins to reach the brain The max thousand drops of blood starts a
imum effect is marked in an hour euproria. Two drops to a thousand
or hour and a half The second produces noticeable intoxication.
drink has a greater kick than Three drops to a thousand usually
the first: more alcohol is getting cause staggering. Four to a thous
to the brain. Of course the alco and brings on drunkenness and
hol reaches the toes as soon as with five to a thousand comes
it does the brain, but that clever stupor, coma and perhaps death.
forebrain is "younger" and shows No blood transfusions are given
the effects first.
if the donor's blood has a trace of
The alcohol, having entered the alchol. A boy who drank half a
blood stream, is pumped through pint of brandy died in fifteen
the veins and arteries by the minutes and a man who consumed
heart. The alcohol enters the cer a whole quart of whiskey at once
ebrospinal
fluid
and
sweeps on a wager died in six hours with
through the brain and nerve cen out regaining consciousness. Neit
ters. These become numbed or par her was poisoned as they would
tially paralyzed. The alcohol only have been -with arsenic. They were
reaches the brain cells in small brain fatalities. The brain being
amounts and greatly diluted, but j paralyzed so that even the in
it does get there. An actress in voluntary muscles received no im
Hollywood, after a drinking party, pulse from the lower brain, their
was found dead in her garage. breathing ceased and their heart
At the autopsy, the alcohol in her beat stopped. Respiration failed,
brain could be smelled ten feet but it was a "brain death."
away. In post-mortems, where the
How may one refuse the social
brains of drinking drivers or pe
destrians are being examined, the glass? By using the brain to pro
alcohol can often be smelled at
a distance of seven or eight feet.
It gets to the brain and quickly,
KELLER'S D & S STORE
no mistake. It is selectively ab
sorbed by brain tissue due to al
FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
cohol's affinity for fat.
FILM DEVELOPING
Laboratory Findings
DRUG
ITEMS
In research laboratories scien
PHONE 51
tists spend years tracing down

Upland Hardware
PHONE

92

jTEAR 'EM UP, TROJANS

~r

BRUNSWICK BOWLING ALLEYS
First & Main
Phone 2201
GAS CITY, IND.
Restaurant & Fountain Service

SEE YOU AT

HEADLEY'S BARBER SHOP
220 W. Washington Street
Hartford City
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tect the brain. Courteously, of
course, and pleasantly, say, "No,
thank you," a little more firmly
if repeatedly urged. One boy, under
heavy social pressure to drink at
a stag party, turned to his com
pulsive hosts and said: "I just
don't drink, is there anything
wrong with that?" His tone of
voice was final. Don't feel inferior;
it is the person forcing you against
your will who is rude!
Is there any positive conclusion
to the whole matter? Could it be
this ? The world badly needs brains
better brains, controlled, trained
and disciplined brains. Through
science, invention and world poli
tics we are going to be in com
petition and association with the
best brains in the whole wide
world. More new industries, as
epoch-making as the advent of
automobiles, motion pictures, radio
and aviation, may be in the offing.
Civilization is still very young.
Big achievements are ahead. You
may have a share in directing
future progress. The most valuable
thing in the world is the human
brain and the worst enemy of
the brain in modern society is
beverage alcohol.
Guard your grey cells. It is the
brain that counts.

January 22
Indiana Central

Shoe Repair

GO GET 'EM TROJANS

PROMPT SERVICE
GOOD WORK

MILLER
MOTOR SALES

MODERN
SHOE REPAIR

THE OAKS
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES

GOSPEL TEAM REPORT

Want to buy A
Used Car

We think that a lot of live-wires
would be deadones if it weren't for
their connections.—"The Iowa State
Daily."

Material for the Craftsman

'40 OLDSMOBILE, 4 door sedan
'35 DODGE, 4 door sedan
Reasonable

Willman Lumber Co.
PHONE 211

Contact John Bontrager or
Leigh Maclver

UPLAND

OLLIE'S
Service Station
TIRES, TUBES, ACCES
SORIES, BATTERY SERVICE
LUBRICATION
LIGHT MECHANICAL WORK

The Station with the Larg
est Student Trade.

UPLAND
BEAUTY SHO
Post Office Building
Appointment by Phone
CAUL 72
COLD WAVE, MACHIN
AND MACHINELESS
PERMANENTS
SHAMPOOS—HAIR STYL
Rose Hardwick, Manag
c

UPLAND, INDIANA

Hours 7:30 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
West Washington St., Upland

Scientists have finally discov
ered what gives us that rather
unsteady feeling at times. The fact
is, we're traveling at a terrific
rate of speed: the earth spins on
its axis at about one-third miles
per second; it travels in its orbit
around the sun at eighteen and
one-half miles per second; the
sun pulls the earth toward the
north at twelve miles per second,
and the sun and earth are revolv
ing around a center in the Milky
Way at one hundred and eighty
miles per second. Nor is this all;
the Whole Milky Way is plunging
off through space at an indefinite
rate of speed. This means that
each one of us is traveling at the
rate of 756,000 miles per hour.
Who says we're not well-traveled
personages? The only difficulty
about it is that we don't know
exactly where we are going or
when we will arrive. Do you still
feel dizzy ? It's probably just
those judgment day exercises that
start a week from day, for the
earth revolves with almost a to
tal absence of friction.

Inez Gerkin, Elizabeth Lucas,
At least half the heredity-environ
ment controversy has been settled and Betty Kinstler to Sulphur
Springs, Indiana, Sunday night,
by an LSU professor.
Says the prof. "The chances are January 16, 1949.
that if your father and mother didnot have any children, you won't
either."

YOURS FOR SERVICE

B. H. TROUT
BARBER SHOP

Do You Feel Dizzy?

NOTICE
The Library needs the Sept.
24, 1 9 4 7 i s s u e o f C h r i s t i a n
Century to complete volume
See

For Tasty
Pastries
THAT HIT THE SPOT

Upland Baking Co.
THE COLLEGE STORE
Representative

Miss Holcombe

•—

•—•

Upland Caf
FRENCH FRIES
SHORT ORDERS
SUNDAY DINN

Home Made Pies
Specialty

COMPLIMENTS OF

Bryan Radio

CITIZENS INSURANCE AGENCY

WILSON'S
Food Market

Service

BUILDINGS—AUTO—LIFE

Good Stock to Choose From
BILL

WILSON,

JANITOR

POST OFFICE BUILDING

Prompt & Guaranteed Service
HOURS
Weekdays 11:45 a.m. -5:30 p.m.
Saturday 7:00 a.m. -7:00 p.m.
228 W. Washington Street
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA

SOFT DRINKS

Watch Our
FIGHTING TROJANS

GAS & OIL
Half-Mile East of Gas City on
The Upland Pike

THE HILL TOP LUNCH

Crush Indiana Central

214 SOUTH "D" STREET — PHONE 3965
MARION, INDIANA

For "TOPS" in
Dry Cleaning

BURGER-IN- A-BASKET

GARDINER

Our Meal 40c

Good luck to everyone in your exams. To you
who won't be back next semester, make this
your headquarters for your return visits.

"The Cleaner"

Our Original Frosted Malt-15c
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

VARSI - T - GRILL

